
At the SKRC, our mission is to offer up-to-date information to Kern County residents about 
the impact of drought on the Kern River water supply. Part of that mission is recognizing that 
we live in diverse communities, and while our neighbors may not speak the same language 
as us, they deserve the same access to information about the drought’s impact on Kern 
County – because we are all affected. That is why in this newsletter edition, we’re proud to 
share that we have devoted considerable time to ensure we’re communicating in culturally 
relevant ways to Kern County’s diverse communities, such as our robust Spanish-speaking 
population. Read below for updates on our new Spanish-language SKRC resources, as well 
as our Kern County Water Monitor section to get you up-to-speed on the latest Kern County 
water news.

SKRC Resources Now Available en Español

With a population that is 54.9% Hispanic, Kern is the third-most populous Hispanic County 
in the State of California, and the sixth-largest nationwide. Many of these residents speak 
Spanish at home, and SKRC is excited to begin rolling out Spanish-language resources to 
ensure that we bring everyone along for the ride – because these issues impact us all. New 
Spanish-language resources include:

Informational Whiteboard Video
In March, SKRC unveiled an informational 
video spotlighting the drought’s impact 
on Kern River water availability, titled “The 
Kern River: A River Hard at Work for the 
Hard-Working People of Kern County”.  Now, 
we have fully produced a unique Spanish-
language version of that video to reach Kern 
County’s many Spanish-speaking residents.
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https://sustainablekernriver.org/resources/kern-river-a-river-hard-at-work-for-the-hard-working-people-of-kern-county-en-espanol/


Just as in the English-language video, this new Spanish rendition showcases how drought 
has reduced the Kern River water supply, forcing all water users to meet community needs 
with a shrinking supply. And while a group of local residents are now advocating that we 
send additional water down Bakersfield’s dry Kern Riverbed 24/7 year-round, there simply 
isn’t enough water to go around during drought years to support that admirable goal 
without taking water away from the people who need it most – like the farmers who power 
our economy and grow our produce, or the disadvantaged communities in Shafter and 
Wasco that need Kern River water to support their economic development. Watch our new 
Spanish-language video here to learn more: https://sustainablekernriver.org/resources/
kern-river-a-river-hard-at-work-for-the-hard-working-people-of-kern-county-en-espanol/

SKRC Website – Now in Spanish!

We’ve also updated the SKRC website to allow users to toggle between English and Spanish 
based on their preferred language.

Visit our website today in English or Spanish. The SKRC website provides a great primer on 
every angle of the Kern River water supply issue, and now Spanish speakers in Kern County 
can learn about how the river balances a variety of beneficial water uses ranging from 
agriculture to supporting Bakersfield’s continued growth, along with the need for all water 
users to adhere to the “law of the river” which guarantees timely allocation of Kern River 
water to the greatest community needs during severe drought.

SKRC Trailer Sign Now Visible from CA-99 N

Come check out our new billboard sign! Now visible from CA-99 N just south of Lerdo 
Highway in Shafter between exits 36 and 37. As we increase our community footprint, the 
sign helps to raise awareness of the need to protect the historic rights and access to the 
Kern River water that have defined the region’s identity as an agricultural powerhouse and 
the nation’s breadbasket – especially in light of the current drought.
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Kern County Drought Watch

Reporting the latest drought conditions for Kern County from Drought.gov – a multi-agency 
partnership that coordinates drought monitoring, forecasting, planning, and information 
at national, state, and local scales. We are pulling out just the need-to-knows here, if you 
are interested in learning more about how this current drought continues to impact Kern 
County, please visit: www.Drought.gov/states/california/county/kern.

• 100% of Kern County is facing extreme drought conditions:

• That means water is inadequate for agriculture, wildlife, and urban needs; reservoirs 
are extremely low; hydropower is restricted.

• Fire season lasts year-round; fires occur in typically wet parts of state; burn bans are 
implemented.

• Livestock need expensive supplemental feed; cattle and horses are sold; little 
pasture remains; fruit trees bud early; producers begin irrigating in the winter.

Kern County Water Monitor

There is no shortage of media coverage when it comes to California water. Finding the most 
relevant articles to better understand how the current drought, groundwater management, 
irrigation efficiency and so many other issues stand to impact water availability in Kern 
County can be a daunting task. SKRC continues to monitor the wide range of voices 
weighing in on these subjects and more through our “Kern County Water Monitor.”

http://www.Drought.gov/states/california/county/kern


By: California Farm Water Coalition | 
May 16, 2022
Water is the number one commodity that 
farmers need to grow the crops that support 
our economy – but today, water shortages 
caused by extreme drought threaten to throw 
California’s entire agricultural production into 
question. The California Farm Water Coalition 
is painfully aware of the damage if we can’t get 
our farmers the water they need, stating that 
“the state could see as much as 691,000 acres 
taken out of production this year, a 75 percent 
increase over last year and 151,000 acres more 
than the previous high in 2015.” In real terms, 
that could mean up to 25,000 farm jobs lost 
and a staggering $3.4 billion loss in economic 
value. So, for us here in Kern County, the 
stakes aren’t abstract – we face the all-to-real 
prospect of extensive job loss in Kern County, 
where 1-in-5 jobs are ag jobs, including one-
third of disadvantaged residents in Shafter 
and Wasco.

By: Veronica Morley, 23ABC | May 18, 2022

With the extreme drought we face today, there 
is no silver bullet or one-size-fits-all approach to 
solve our water woes. Instead, it will take a variety 
of approaches – big and small – to ensure we 
have the necessary water supply to meet pressing 
community needs such as water for agriculture, 
small businesses, recreation and drinking water. 
At the recent Annual Kern County Water Summit, 
Kern County water users from across sectors came 
together to workshop solutions to maximize the 
impact of Kern County’s limited water supply. As 
part of this push, Kern County farmers are playing 
their part to increase our water reliability by 
applying improved technologies and techniques. 
Additionally, crop irrigation has benefits for Kern 
County’s groundwater supply. “When agriculture 
irrigates crops, part of that water goes back down 
into the aquifer, so farmers aren’t just irrigating 
their trees, but that water also goes down and helps 
replenish the aquifer.”  To protect and bolster Kern 
County’s water supply for future generations, we 
must all play our part.

Without Action, Water Shortages Will Lead to Less Food Production, 
Food Shortages, and Price Hikes

Drought Intensity Extreme, Officials to Discuss Groundwater at Kern 
Water Summit

https://apnews.com/press-release/globe-newswire/water-shortages-california-d036ed58db9201842139f0e1c3e9d1af
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By: Alvar Escriva-Bou, Josué Medellin-
Azuara, Ellen Hanak, John Abatzoglou 
and Joshua Viers | April, 2022

As drought conditions carry through from 
2021 into 2022, we can expect to see increased 
adverse impacts to California’s agricultural sector, 
according to a recent report from researchers 
at the Public Policy Institute of California. In 
California, our water infrastructure is intertwined: 
as Kern County farmers continue to face surface 
water shortages, they are often forced to pump 
additional groundwater from beneath our feet. 
This method carries stark costs, as additional 
groundwater pumping makes it harder to 
comply with the State’s Sustainable Groundwater 
Management Act (SGMA) and excessive pumping 
can lead to subsidence. If we hope to avoid any 
further erosion to our groundwater infrastructure, 
Kern County’s water users must collaborate to 
find innovative solutions to our on-going surface 
water problem.

Follow SKRC on Twitter

Stay part of the conversation on Twitter: 
https://twitter.com/SustainTheKern. While 
the SKRC will continue to release regular 
newsletters, following the SKRC Twitter 
account is a great way to receive even more 
of our commentary and engage with us on 
the most recent Kern River water stories as 
they happen in real time.

Our drought outlook in Kern County 
is undoubtedly dire, and as a natural 
consequence, water users in the region are 
competing for an increasingly limited Kern 
River water supply. Despite these challenges,

we at the Sustainable Kern River Coalition remain optimistic that if we all operate from 
the same set of facts and adhere to the law of the river, we can continue to meet pressing 
community needs while exploring innovative solutions to address the impacts of drought in 
the long term. If you or your organization is interested in joining the Sustainable Kern River 
Coalition, or in receiving additional information, contact us at info@sustainablekernriver.
org.

Policy Brief: Drought and California Agriculture

https://www.ppic.org/publication/policy-brief-drought-and-californias-agriculture/
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About the Sustainable Kern River Coalition

The Sustainable Kern River Coalition is a regional group of water users, community 
members and business interests who are committed to protecting and maintaining the 
rights and access to Kern River water that support the families, farmers, small businesses 
and disadvantaged communities who are the backbone of Kern County’s economy.


